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“ Good morning!! (referring to opening video)  
Hopefully, we've just shown that Lotus knows how to kick off a day. 
 
Today, we'll be giving you more information than ever before about our future strategic and technology directions and vision.

Plus, over the course of  the day there will be all kinds of new deep dive sessions that will give you the opportunity to learn more about the areas that interest you.  

Sessions that clarify our emerging go-to-market strategies. 
Sessions that let you get more detail from our product area leaders.   

And in this opening session, you'll hear from our customer(s) about how they've been able to leverage our technology to transform the way they do business.
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Investing in researchpeople
technology



Our world is becoming 
INSTRUMENTED

Our world is becoming
INTERCONNECTED

All things becoming 
INTELLIGENT

30 billion RFID tags… 2010

~2 billion people on the Web… 2011
…a trillion connected objects

15 petabytes of new
information generated daily…
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Smarter Planet



Smarter Planet Themes

Making better decisions.

NEW INTELLIGENCE

Doing more with less.

GREEN AND BEYOND

Increasing agility.

DYNAMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE

Responding to new
behaviors.

SMART WORK
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There are four central 'themes' that support the Smarter Planet initiative.

New Intelligence allows businesses, Governments...all of us...to capture information and data from the growing number of 'smart devices' that are now connected to the Internet...and analyze that data using superior computing power...in order to optimize our systems and drive efficiencies...

Green and Beyond...allows us to use faster, more efficient computers...and lower the carbon footprint and energy use in our data centers...as just one example...

Dynamic infrastructure allows us to cater for peaks and valleys in computing needs by leveraging concepts such as 'grid computing'...and also 'Cloud Computing Models'...which allows companies to use what they need...and only pay for what they use...

And last but not least is the theme of Smart Work...helping people to  respond to new behaviors and working styles...and collaborate together more effectively to drive better business outcomes.



of people know there are colleagues who can help... 
they need to know how to find them2/3

make decisions with 
the wrong input at 
least once a week

42%

2 hours per day spent looking for the 
right information and expertise

Sources:  Harris Interactive / Tacit Knowledge poll; Accenture study

We Need to Work Smarter
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The need to work smarter is clear...



Telephony
Email and Calendaring
File Sharing

Instant Messaging and Presence Awareness
Web and Video Conferencing
Web Content

Unified Communications and Collaboration
Directories and Profiles
Mobility Solutions
Portals & Team Rooms

Embedded Collaboration 
and Communication 
Social Computing
Mashups

Insight & 
Innovations

Baseline
Communications

Real-time 
Communications

On Demand
Access

Collaboration optimizes
business outcomes

 Global
 Secure 
 Dynamic and organic
 Supports generational styles

â€œSocial 
Generationâ

â€œNow
Generationâ

â€œReal-time
Generationâ

â€œAttachment 
�Generationâ€

Working smarter means supporting generational styles
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It is important to understand that different generations collaborate in fundamentally different ways... and Lotus allows end users, regardless of their preferred way of collaborating, to PIVOT and use the collaborative tool which best matches their generational style...and which ever tool best meets the needs ot the task at hand...

(explain 4 generational styles of collaboration...)



Lotus         

InformationInformation
ManagementManagement

BusinessBusiness
ApplicationsApplications

Universal AccessUniversal Access

Open Standards ArchitectureOpen Standards Architecture

Messaging Communicating Connecting Integrating

Knowledge WorkerKnowledge Worker Informational Worker Informational Worker External PartnersExternal Partners

Lotus Notes 
Lotus Domino

Lotus Sametime
Lotus Sametime Unyte

Lotus Quickr

Connections

Lotus Mashups

WebSphere Portal

Lotus Collaboration Software is a core building block 
enabling clients to work smarter
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The Lotus portfolio has been built out to include a broad set of collaboration offerings, business-grade instant messaging and web conferencing, web team spaces and enterprise portals and mashups.  

Today Lotus is at the forefront of the next wave of collaboration tools, as organizations seek the benefits of social networking and other Web 2.0 modalities as ways to communicate and collaborate and gain competitive advantage.




The Forrester Wave™: Collaboration Platforms, Q3 2009 by Rob 
Koplowitz
for Information & Knowledge Management Professionals

Forrester: Lotus portfolio leading

Analyst Matt Cain's presentation at Gartner's 2009 Portal and Collaboration Conference

Gartner: Lotus Notes the future of email

The Forrester Wave™: Collaboration Platforms, Q3 2009 by Rob Koplowitz
for Information & Knowledge Management Professionals



Our innovative community continues to grow
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Admittedly, we are starting from a better position than most competitors because we are surrounded by an amazing, nourishing, innovative ecosystem.  

This passionate group of partners is a slice of a close-knit, innovative community that grew close to 20% in 2009.
 
And many of them are participating in, or hosting their own Lotusphere Comes to You events around the globe.
These Business  Partners who add value via our ecosystems are thriving.  I mentioned the acceleration of technology development -- our partners are driving that acceleration.  

For example, a year ago, we introduced LotusLive, and now there are a number of cloud-based applications that have been developed, perfected, deployed and proven - - by partners.

And you should never doubt, or even minimize, the role that you, the Lotus community, have played in identifying and helping define the most critical intersection of technology and business that there is. 



Innovation 
and Collaboration

Enterprises around the world are choosing Lotus
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Talk briefly about major customer wins...

PLAY PANASONIC VIDEO HERE, and then transition back to next slide after
 



Building on the strength of our global customer reach

18,378
Worldwide

New Notes Customers 
since Launch of Notes 8
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What happens when we focus on our customers' successes?

Well, to give you just one example, since the release of Notes 8, we've gained 18,378 new customers.
We're building on the strength of our global customer reach.



60,000

50,000

18,000 50,000

60,000
1,000

300,000

15,000

320,000

50,000
300,000

Customers who have made large-scale change from Microsoft to 
Lotus

Microsoft Exchange customers adding IBM Collaboration

Lotus Notes/Domino customer deciding against Microsoft
75,000

25,000

30,00030,000

5,000

9,000
30,000

Why many customers have 
changed their “Outlook”...
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2009 was an exciting year. 
We saw a surge in large Microsoft customers moving to IBM Lotus for their collaboration needs.

check out the list here

Customers like RIM and AXA who opted for Lotus Connections, WebSphere Portal, etc rather than SharePoint
Several Lotus customers such as HSBC decided against Microsoft

Panasonic, Continental, etc moved from Microsoft Exchange to Lotus. 
US Bank switched from SharePoint
Gruppo Amadori moved their entire desktop to IBM Client for Smart Work, on Linux

What an year.



Market leadership across the portfolio

IBM WebSphere Portal is #1 market share for 8 years running

IBM places in Leader Quadrant in Gartner  for Unified 
Communications

Over 300 million named WebSphere Portal users in  top 15 customers alone

7M people are using IBM social collaboration software

35% of the Fortune 100 have purchased IBM social collaboration 
software

After debuting in 2007, Lotus Connections was the fastest organic growing software product in IBM hist

Over 280,000 Lotus developers and over 10 million IBM Lotus Notes applications in use 
today

Over 12 million 'free' Lotus Symphony users worldwide....and growing

More than half of Fortune Global 500 now use Lotus Notes and Domino
LotusLive has over 18 million users and is the largest 
single cloud engagement to date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cite some of these sparklers, self-explanatory



Why you should build on existing technology
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Everything Lotus is planning for the future, is built on the strongest foundation there is: the technology you have now and the applications you have built already......
.........Lotus Notes and Domino, Sametime Unified Telephony, WebSphere Portal, Connections, Quickr and LotusLive are all becoming more powerful, more useful and growing closer together.  

We are certainly the undisputed leader in making use of the cloud, but we always have our feet on solid ground.  



How to help you reduce expense with FREE capabilities 

Freedom of Choice:
Linux
Mac 
Windows
12+ Million Users

Symphony Next
Beta available Now 
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Let me make a distinction between positive disruption and negative disruption. 
Lotus knows that negative disruption -- the kind that involves ripping and replacing your investments and licensing all new stuff --drives you crazy, makes you mad and sets you back.  
Some of our competitors believe in disruption for disruption's sake.  
 
We don't work that way.  Positive disruption, as opposed to the negative kind, is disruption that changes things for the better - for your advantage.
Think about all the capability we're giving away with Symphony. 
 Free is disruptive to those who like to charge for the same capabilities.  
 
And very positively disruptive for those who have been paying outrageous license fees for capabilities that should be commodities.    
By the way, we expect to launch the next version of Symphony  in the second quarter, and you can download your own beta copy now.




Introducing Lotus Notes Traveler for Android
• first half of 2010
• providing our own mail and calendar client
• across this and many other Android devices

Lotus knows how to 
deliver first class email 
for mobile devices.

and IBM Lotus Notes Traveler Companion
• new encryption application for the iPhone
• free of charge
• available now in the App store

IBM and RIM...and IBM and RIM
• rich social applications for the BlackBerry

• Blackberry client for IBM Lotus Quickr

• new version of  BlackBerry client for 
IBM Lotus Connections
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We announced our plan to deliver 
Lotus Traveler for Android in the first half of this year.   
 
We'll do a few extra things such as 
providing our own mail and calendar client 
to deliver an amazing experience across this and many other Android devices. 

Traveler Companion
Speaking of devices …
we are also announcing a new encryption application for the iPhone …
free of charge for our customers …
Traveler Companion…
available today in the Apps Store. 

IBM) and RIM  announced the availability of rich, new social networking applications for BlackBerry smartphones.
By demand of  our mutual customers, we're are bringing the BlackBerry Client for IBM Lotus Quickr and a new version of the BlackBerry Client for IBM Lotus Connections to market through IBM.







Introducing Portal NOW
• Available NOW
• A simple, complete and “out of the box” ready to use business           
solution 
• Reusable, extensible software templates 
• Predictably implement a full functioning dynamic content driven 
portal based web site in 16 days
• Grow your sales in the current economic environment 

Lotus knows how to 
help businesses deliver 
exceptional web experiences 
for their customers.



Why Cloud and hybrid environments give you flexibility

On-Premise

Presenter
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 Last year, we made a big splash at Lotusphere, announcing our plans for LotusLive in 2009.
We talked about the cloud, how the cloud could help...
..help you manage costs and take advantage of your extended enterprise...

...help you provide solutions quickly and extend your IT resources without adding more people or hardware...

...help you reach beyond the boundaries of your company to work more efficiently, easily...smarter.

Leveraging the cloud  vastly increases your options, not just in how you acquire, deploy or manage software... but also in how you increase accessibility to your applications and your greatest resource, people.      

And these dramatic increases in nimbleness and options are expanded 
even farther by the ability to easily and seamlessly integrate cloud-based functionality with existing platforms in hybrid environments.




Messaging
LotusLive 
Notes

LotusLive 
iNotes

Collaboration
LotusLive 
Engage

LotusLive
Connections

Meetings
LotusLive 
Meetings

LotusLive 
Events

IBM LotusLive Portfolio of 
offerings
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We almost entirely re-invented Lotus on the web in 2009. 

This is not just about meetings or files, but about extending our Lotus portfolio to the cloud.

And doing it in a secure and reliable way...

We have the benefit of 20 years of experience in collaborative technologies and now we're bringing that experience to the web.

In 2009, LotusLive gave millions of people access to email and collaboration, linked thousands of companies around the globe and delivered solutions to help solve real world problems.





• Partnership with IBM Research
• Easy access to alpha services
• Accelerating the pace of innovation

• Slide Library: A collaborative way to 
build and share presentations
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An exciting opportunity for you to continually see and touch new LotusLive innovations first. 

It's exciting because it's not just Lotus innovations, but innovations from IBM research -- the preeminent research organization in the world. 

IBM research is partnering with Lotus to accelerate the rate and pace of business focused innovation.

Many of the technologies you are already familiar with had their origins in  Research. 

mobile meetings
live charts
activities
even some of the file sharing technology came from them. 

With LotusLive Labs we are bringing innovations like these to you faster.




The Collaboration Agenda –
FREE IBM Workshop to IBM Customers

Transforms the way people work by industry
IBM's vertical industry experts, software labs and
consulting services to help clients realize                   

measurable ROI from improving the way                     
people interact

Collaborate using the right social and                         
collaboration tools based on specific role in the          
organization

Connect easily and quickly with experts,                     
partners, suppliers and customers beyond                  
company firewalls
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here's another profound way in which we are ready to change how we work with many of you. We call it the Collaboration Agenda.  It's an approach that enterprises can leverage to get greater productivity from their people and partners.  
An approach that will have enormous appeal for executives who recognize how disruptive technology can be used for competitive advantage.  
And let me be clear: this is not an agenda for what we think you should do.  
It's an agenda that you can use.   This is your agenda.
The Collaboration Agenda provides a way for you to look at how you are working today and to identify where the gaps occur in the efficiency of your organization.  
Gaps where people can be better equipped and empowered to speed their roles within processes.  Gaps where you can benefit from the connection to tacit knowledge pools, collective intelligence and context that can deliver benefits.
Working through the Collaboration Agenda, we will help you fill those gaps.
The Collaboration Agenda can drive differentiation for your companies in many ways: - core efficiencies in your existing markets 
- being able to extend your assets to globally integrate companies and penetrate new markets 
- and, transforming your company-to-company collaboration, a massively under-served space.
As part of the Collaboration Agenda, Lotus will take on the responsibility of translating our technological innovations into industry specific contexts
On an industry-by-industry basis, we will build our internal and partner network capacity to talk to you about your challenges in your language.
In the Collaboration Agenda relationship, the conversation is never about our products or services.  
In fact, while the Collaboration Agenda is comprehensive in its inclusion of different types of collaboration -- portals, Unified Communications and Collaboration, messaging systems, mashups, social networking, etc. -- 
Lotus products and services might not be the first or most prominent feature of your solution, because there's no reason for you to focus on that.  
 We've assembled industry-specific teams and charged them with making sure that everything they put in front of you pertains specifically to the roles that people play in your industry:  brochures, forms, benchmarks, demonstrations, and day-in the-life scenarios -- everything.
 
And because you told us ... "Help me justify my investment in terms of my business.  Give me data that I can take to my CIO, CFO and CEO," ...



IBM Project VULCAN A vision for how people will 
collaborate in the future, based on:

Continuity. 
Convergence. 
Innovation. 
New Opportunities.

Lotus knows what the future can look like.
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Lotus Also knows what the FUTURE CAN LOOK LIKE!!

We call this vision IBM Project Vulcan.  We believe this is how people will collaborate and get things done in the future.  We also believe this will be how organizations will differentiate and reach new levels of success by embracing the unique network of people made up of their employees, partners, and customers.

It is important to understand that IBM Project Vulcan is a vision, a goal for which organizations will aim.  It isn't a product that you'll buy someday, and organizations will realize this vision in a variety of ways, depending on their unique needs and situations.  


The technological foundation for IBM Project Vulcan is the blueprint that we have laid out for the evolution of the entire Lotus portfolio.  We intend to take this journey together, delivering incremental value through updates to Lotus products along the way.

The approach we have taken with IBM Project Vulcan is based on four key principles:  continuity, convergence, innovation, and new opportunities.  

My good friend Kevin is going to demo our current set of capabilities in order to show you how our solutions, working together, create a Collaboration Dashboard...and help end users and Teams collaborate without boundaries...

...then, Kevin is going to give you a glimpse of what the future of Collaboration is going to look like...Project Vulcan....ENJOY!



At IBM, we believe software can help people work 
smarter, one client at a time.

What’s your vision for your
organization?

What’s your 
biggest challenge?

Let's Talk. .





Smarter Planet Themes

Making better decisions.

NEW INTELLIGENCE

Doing more with less.

GREEN AND BEYOND

Increasing agility.

DYNAMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE

Responding to new
behaviors.

SMART WORK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four central 'themes' that support the Smarter Planet initiative.

New Intelligence allows businesses, Governments...all of us...to capture information and data from the growing number of 'smart devices' that are now connected to the Internet...and analyze that data using superior computing power...in order to optimize our systems and drive efficiencies...

Green and Beyond...allows us to use faster, more efficient computers...and lower the carbon footprint and energy use in our data centers...as just one example...

Dynamic infrastructure allows us to cater for peaks and valleys in computing needs by leveraging concepts such as 'grid computing'...and also 'Cloud Computing Models'...which allows companies to use what they need...and only pay for what they use...

And last but not least is the theme of Smart Work...helping people to  respond to new behaviors and working styles...and collaborate together more effectively to drive better business outcomes.



The Collaboration Agenda is an industry-specific approach to realize measurable value 
from improving the way people interact
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